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SAMPLE OR MICROSCOPE ?
STOP WASTING TIME FIGURING IT OUT
Argo-POWERHM is a new device designed to help detect microscopes troubles. So you can stop 
wondering if they come from the sample or the microscope. 

Resolution, illumination, 3D 
performances.
Did you forget to clean the objectives 
? Or is time to call after-sales ? Image 
the stable fluorescent patterns inside 
the glass part and the software will 
tell you how your microscope is 
performing. 

Power measurement, directly 
on your computer screen. 

Argo-POWERHM plugs into 
any computer via USB. Power 
measurement, imaging quality 

assessment and data management 
is done within the companion 

software. Simple all-in-one device, 
simple all-in-one software. 



Go beyond simple power measurement with a fully featured software: timelapse recording, automatic 
irradiance estimation, live power measurement chart and more.  

POWER MEASUREMENT
FOR POWER USERS

STILL UNDECIDED? 
See for yourself with our videos!

How to #1: Starting procedure
for fluorescent patterns

FAQ: Does fluorescence stay 
stable for ever? 

How-to #2: Measure illumination 
inhomogeneity

MORE ON WWW.ARGOLIGHT.COM/HOW-TO-USE/



RAW DATA &
READY-TO-PRINT 
REPORTS

MEASURE FOR 
HOURS, TRACK
FOR YEARS

Within the companion 
software, you can export 
raw data in easy to use .txt or 
.csv, and dig into the numbers.  

Or you can get a neat, ready-
to-print PDF report with a 
single click. Just save it and 
you are done. 

With Argo-POWERHM you 
can record time-lapse power 
measurements for hours.

 And thank to the patterns 
durability you can track the 
quality of your microscopes 
for years.

DESIGNED FROM
COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

The microscopy community has been 
more than supportive of Argolight. So 
when you tell us how to improve, we 
listen. A big thank-you to Laurent 
from Switzerland, Monique from 

Canada, Volodymyr from the UK, 
Joseph from the US and all of you 
who send feedback everyday on 

our products.  

AND ALSO
140 file formats compatible

Image stack analysis
Input value/Real power chart builder

Automatic best image selection in a stack
Dead pixel correction

And more

SIMPLIFY YOUR 
TROUBLESHOOTING

PROCESS
With our best patterns and 

calibrated sensor in one small 
device, Argo-POWERHM is made for 

troubleshooting your systems. 

And it comes in a compact, robust 
case with a handle! (handles are 

great). Because you already have 
enough parts & samples to track. 
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